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Our firearms training programs are recognized as being
amongst the very best in the nation. In the last 16 years,
we have trained thousands of clients, some of whom
have had to use this training to save a life. At CMI, “we
save lives” by providing our clients with our realistic,
relevant and battle proven firearms training programs.
We hope to see you at the range soon!!!
Don’t settle for less, come train at Detroit’s most elite
citizens’ firearms training academy.
Space is limited to 6 students; register early to
ensure you get a slot. To register go to
http://civ.centermassinc.com/upcoming-events

COURSE DESCRIPTION:
Instructors from CMI will provide training that goes beyond what is taught in the basic Firearms
Safety/CPL course. In addition to developing the skills necessary to use a firearm in self-defense, the
single most important piece of knowledge that a responsible gun owner can possess, is knowing when
they are legally justified to use deadly force. Nothing is better at developing this knowledge than being
placed in an interactive training environment where you must react as you would on the street. The
mistakes you make during this training could either save your life, or keep you out of prison, in the future.
There is no higher level of training available to the CPL holder. This is a serious, but very fun class and
you do not have to be an advanced shooter. If you can only get the time to take one firearms related
continuing education class a year, this is the one you should consider.
Students will receive live-fire training using our exclusive DVD based firearms training simulator. Students
will be using their own gun and ammo. This interactive training places the student in the most realistic
circumstances that can safely be provided using live firearms. These life-sized video simulations provide
the student with invaluable insight into how quickly and chaotically dangerous situations develop and the
split second decisions that have to be made (shoot or don’t shoot). Not all scenarios are “shoot” scenarios,
those that are “shoot” scenarios test the students’ ability to accurately engage the moving human target.
This is the most important firearms training that you will ever receive. We highly encourage every CPL
holder to take this class at least once a year.
Students should bring their handgun, a holster, 25 rounds of ammunition, eye and hearing protection.
Prerequisite: Must possess a valid CPL.
1 hour total: classroom and range / $49.99 (includes range time)
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